
 

Comments on THE FIVE GAPS 

BY ALI MAALAOUI (PhD student of ABBAS BAHRI) 

For the part of the Poincaré conjecture Tian acknowledged the mistake and submitted a correction in the 

arxiv, this correction was followed by another one from Bahri stating that the problem is fixed with these 

additional correction.  So basically, after a long communication between Bahri, Tian and Morgan and their 

denial of the problem mentionned in 5 gaps, Bahri published the following  http://arxiv.org/abs/1512.02046 . 

That was then acknowledged and corrected in http://arxiv.org/abs/1512.02046. And this was finally 

acknowledged by Bahri as correct in http://arxiv.org/abs/1512.03777 . 

A counterexample to the second inequality of Corollary (19.10) in the monograph "Ricci Flow and the 

Poincare Conjecture" by J.Morgan and G.Tian    

Regarding the positive mass theorem in five gaps : the claimed proof that is in the literature is missing a 

fundamental step that at infinity the manifold is a graph. This was proved seperately by another 

mathematician in his thesis and was never mentioned in the proof. But in any case, the positive mass 

theorem is now verified and correct. Same problem in Gauge theory, there was a gap in the paper of 

Donaldson, that was fixed in a different work by K. Uhlenbeck. 

The problem that is still not clear is the proof of the Weinstein conjecture done by C. Taubes. I personally 

tried following it. In the beginning it starts fine and understandable till the part where one needs to find a 

contradiction, there Taubes incorporated a gauge structure and a Dirac type operator to study it. I stopped 

there where I got again confused. 

 Bahri interacted with Taubes and pointed out where the problem resides, it was that in Taubes proof, the 

phenomenon of point to circle Morse type relations was not modelized and was not there even though it is 

the main cause of making the conjecture hard to handle. But again after few emails there was no replies 

anymore (like many other who did it). 

Actually, Bahri, had no problem with the work of Floer himself or Gromov himself, their work is fine and 

correct, the problem comes from their schools! For instance Donaldson work is mainly Floer theory in a 

different context but because of the huge gauge group action problems happen and it is important to know 

that Donaldson’s theory is correct! But the proof presented by Donaldson had a gap that was fixed later on 

by Uhlenbeck so the up to date proof is fine. The Siberg-Witten theory has also the same issue since it is a 

reformulation of the Yang-Mills invariants in more compact way but up to date in its current natural format 

is correct (it might fail though in different contexts as for the Weinstein conjecture). The issue of the 

Poincaré conjecture is quite twisted, in fact Perleman never published a full continuous proof of the 

conjecture, instead he published a series of paper dealing with different aspects of the problem and then he 

more or less explained how the proof should work (he did not give a proof) afterward, Morgan and Tian and 

another group wrote down the proof based on Perleman's work and filling the gaps between the paper. The 

issue that Bahri found was in a link between two parts, a lemma regarding the curve shortening flow that 

fails the way it is stated and without it the proof collapses. But after giving the counter example, Morgan and 

Tian fixed it (it took more than 4 years!). The only problem that remains in that paper with a gap is Taubes 

proof of the Weinstein conjecture, the field that Bahri spent years studying and developped his own theory. 

In his last paper he proved the Weinstein conjecture on the sphere with different contact forms, but it 

remains now to generalize this procedure on any 3 dimensional manifold (satisfying a certain convexity 

assumption related to the contact form). 
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